PROPERTY HEALTH SERVICES

MANAGED UTILITY CONSULTANTS
If you feel your overpaying for your energy bills and want more time to
run your estate aﬀairs, then let PHS Green manage your energy communications for you.
Reducing costs is one thing whilst at the same time actively helping to
restore order for the environment is another, PHS Green achieves both
at the same time.
This is a seamless no fuss managed service with guaranteed results. Our
private conﬁdential utility management service is for large scale residences and commercial venues. Let us manage your energy supplier for
you to reduce your costs and reduce your properties carbon output and
contribute to the nations carbon reduction target by 2030.
We are a not-for-proﬁt organisation helping our private clients to make
sense of their property’s utility supply chain.
We're 100% independent working with complete discretion with proven large-scale savings
and improved services all round for a wide range of celebrity and business leaders across
the UK. We believe that our clients should reduce their costs and improve services no
matter who they may be and be part of the global movement for environmental healing.

What is the cost?
We charge a consultancy fee that still provides an annual saving, so it costs our
clients nothing and delivers a reduced energy cost.
In addition to this, based on your savings each year we plant broadleaf trees.
Through this, we can assess how much clean air is put out by each tree over a
period of time an action our clients can be proud of for future generations.
It’s time to act now to reduce the global impact for us all with climate change.
Receive an academic report on your property’s climate improvement schedule.
It takes nine broadleaf trees to absorb just 1 tonne of carbon over 20 years so working with PHS
Green now is an essential part of global health and restoration.
PHS Green is not an energy provider, we use our in-depth knowledge and communication to help our
private clients to restore energy and environmental order and be clear as to what is heating their
homes and schools.
PHS Green = reduced energy costs with the right supplier = no complicated lock ins = certiﬁcation on
carbon reduction= more time and less worry back to you.

